SPRING 2014 OPEN HOUSE #ECUOpenHouse
OBJECTIVE: We have chosen a few of our favorite campus landmarks for attendees to visit and answer some pirate trivia! All they
have to do is be one of the first players to find each of the four locations and they can win some ECU Pirate Booty!
DIRECTIONS: (as seen in program) Scan one of the starting QR codes with a smart phone, or go directly to the web address provided.
This will launch a video with instructions on how to complete that step of the treasure hunt using the smart phone and social media
accounts. Attendees will be given the next clue to the next stop on the treasure hunt.
CHOOSE A STARTING LOCATION:
STARTING OPTION A: WEST END CAMPUS
DIRECTIONS LINK: http://bit.ly/smths1a
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN: Find your first location
RIDDLE:
“No matter your taste, there is something at West End for you,
A full menu, a salad bar, and a pizza bar too.
This location has the best variety of meals,
For all you can eat the meal plan offers great deals.
SOLUTION: Go to West End Dining Hall

STARTING OPTION B: CENTRAL CAMPUS
DIRECTIONS LINK: http://bit.ly/smths1b
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN: Find your first location
RIDDLE:
“My friends all call me PeeDee,
and as an ECU student you will want a picture with me.
I stand beside the best place to buy your books,
They also carry all your perfect game day looks!”
SOLUTION: Go to Dowdy Student Store
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LOCATION 1A: WEST END DINING HALL
DIRECTIONS LINK: http://bit.ly/smthl1a
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN: Tweet, Instagram, or Facebook a
photo of you in front of the dining hall with
#ECUOpen House
RIDDLE:
“Your next destination rests at the center of the mall,
The perfect place to study or play next fall.
A place that holds one of the urban legends a ECU
Don’t walk beneath my arches or it may happen to you!”
SOLUTION: Go to the Cupola

LOCATION 1B: DOWDY STUDENT STORES
DIRECTIONS LINK: http://bit.ly/smthl1b
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN: Show a pirate hook and take a
picture with PeeDee. Tweet, Instagram, or Facebook the
photo with #ECUOpenHouse
RIDDLE:
“Your next destination rests at the center of the mall,
The perfect place to study or play next fall.
A place that holds one of the urban legends at ECU
Don’t walk beneath my arches or it may happen to you!”
SOLUTION: Go to the Cupola
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LOCATION 2: THE CUPOLA - DIRECTIONS LINK: http://bit.ly/smthl2
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN: Tweet the answer to the riddle Instagram a picture of you at the cupola including the
riddles answer, or Facebook check-in at your location with the answer in your post. Use #ECUOpenHouse
RIDDLE:
“The third clue is a great place to study,
You will enjoy coming here with a book and a buddy,
Many students come here when they have an exam,
We are open late, so students can cram!”
SOLUTION: Answer to riddle 2 “Students will not graduate on time if they walk beneath the arches.” Go to the
Joyner Library.
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LOCATION 3: JOYNER LIBRARY - DIRECTIONS LINK: http://bit.ly/smthl3
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN: Tweet, Instagram, or Facebook a photo on the musical stairs
RIDDLE:
“The final clue is a place many students attend,
It is a great place to get active with all your new friends.
If you like to be active, play sports, or work out,
This is the place for you without a doubt!”
SOLUTION: Go to the Student Recreation Center
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LOCATION 4 (FINAL): STUDENT RECREATION CENTER - DIRECTIONS LINK: http://bit.ly/smthl4
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN: Talk to a rep from a major you may be interested in. Take a picture of yourself at that
booth and Tweet, Instagram, or Facebook the photo with #ECUOpenHouse
SOLUTION: Find the Open House Information Table near the front doors of the Student Rec. Center
and collect your prize! CONGRATULATIONS!!!

